
 
PRESS INFORMATION 
 
Ready-to-fit multiClip kit for a further motorbike model 
 
Breisach, 19th Dec 2022 German accessories specialist ABM now also offers a 
ready-to-fit kit for a clip-on bar conversion for the Triumph Speed Triple 1200 
RR from model year 2022. 
 
After the conversion with the multiClip Tour, the position of the handlebar can be 
increased by up to five centimetres compared to the standard condition. The neck 
and wrists are relieved while the sporty posture is still maintained. Those who like to 
ride their motorbike on longer tours will appreciate the more relaxed seating position. 
The conversion also increases the width of the handlebars by a total of about four 
centimetres, so that the handling of the motorbike can also be improved. 
 
The seating position can also be optimised individually because the clip-on bar can 
be adjusted in a variety of ways. The steering tube angle, for example, is infinitely 
adjustabl. 
 
To make the conversion as easy as possible, the multiClip Tour is available in a 
pre-assembled mounting kit. The kit also comes with a detailed and illustrated 
installation instruction that enables experienced mechanics to carry out the 
installation themselves. The parts certificate enables uncomplicated registration in 
the vehicle documents. In addition, a multiple clamping at the fork ensures maximum 
safety.  
 

"Everything from a single source is the motto of our brand. Thus, we want to offer 
clip-on bar conversions for more and more models where the customer can 
conveniently obtain all the necessary parts for his bike from just one manufacturer," 
says Managing Director Christian Mehlhorn. Therefore, the kit for the Triumph Speed 
Triple 1200 RR includes: 
 
1. multiClip Tour Ø53 mm 
2. reduction set multiClip Ø53 to Ø52 mm 
3. fairing supports 
4. handlebar widening by handlebar ends largo 
5. brake line extension 
6. retaining plate for brake fluid reservoir 
7. small mounting parts 
8. assembly instruction & parts certificate 
 
Price incl. 19% VAT: EUR 469.00. 
 
All conversion parts are developed, assembled and tested with great care at the 
company's site in Breisach am Rhein according to German safety standards. Only 



 
high-quality materials are used for production. 
 
All information at the ABM webshop unter ab-m.de.  
 
*** 

Pic 1: After the conversion, handlebar position approx. 5 cm higher  

 

Pic 2: Handlebar wind in total approx. 4 cm in its width  

 

 

https://ab-m.de/en/motorcycle-accessories-shop-details/176/clip-on-bar-kits/24/clip-on-set-multiclip-tour
https://ab-m.de/en/motorcycle-accessories-shop-details/176/clip-on-bar-kits/24/clip-on-set-multiclip-tour


 
Pic 3: All required conversion parts are included in the kit  

 

Pic 4: Complete clip-on conversion in a ready-to-install mounting kit 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Pic 5: Adjustment opportunities 

 

Pic 6: Adjustment opportunities of the steering tube 
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ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is a manufacturer of high-end accessories for 

motorcycles. The company was founded in 1985 and named after the founder Arthur 

Berthold Munz. Since 2010, Christian Mehlhorn has been the managing director who 

is responsible for about twenty employees in the field of development, production, 

marketing and sales at the permanent business establishment in Breisach am Rhein, 

Germany. Meanwhile, the company has launched two brands: ABM ergonomic style 

& WUNDERKIND-Custom. 
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